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AI Safety

“assurances”: 
construct specifications 

and assure system 
functions per spec

“alignment”: ensure 
safety when system itself 

acts an agent.

“security”: ensure system is 
robust in adversarial 

environment

“ethics”: consider direct and 
indirect impacts of system on 

individuals and society



Risks from AI
1) Risk to user of AI from malfunction



2) Risk to third party from malfunction



3) Risks from automated decisions



4) Risks from “feedback loops”



5) Societal risk: Amplifying inequality / bias



6) Societal risk: Appropriating content

*related: privacy violations



7) Societal risk: Concentrating power



8) Societal risk: Job loss
Is this job loss bad 
on its own? Or only 
due to inequality?



9) Societal risk: Exploiting data workers



10) Societal risk: misuse by bad actors

• Hacking / Phishing
• Disinformation
• Weapons / terrorism
• …



11) Risks from agentic AI

• Deception
• Loss of control
• Misaligned objectives



Classifying Risks



Utility (to entity paying bills)

Safety

Helped by 
free market

Requires regulations / 
compensation

Capabilities

Helped by
Scale

Requires intervention

Safety



2) Risk to third party from malfunction
3) Risks from automated decisions
4) Risks from “feedback loops”

5) Societal risk: Amplifying inequality / bias

6) Societal risk: Appropriating content

7) Societal risk: Concentrating power

8) Societal risk: Job loss

10) Societal risk: misuse by bad actors

9) Societal risk: Exploiting data workers

11) Risks from agentic AI

1) Risk to user of AI from malfunction



(Economic) Utility vs. Safety Misalingment
Utility (to entity paying bills)

Safety2) Risk to third party from malfunction
3) Risks from automated decisions
4) Risks from “feedback loops”

5) Societal risk: Amplifying inequality / bias

6) Societal risk: Appropriating content

7) Societal risk: Concentrating power

8) Societal risk: Job loss

10) Societal risk: misuse by bad actors

9) Societal risk: Exploiting data workers

11) Risks from agentic AI

1) Risk to user of AI from malfunction



Capability vs. Safety Misalignment

Capabilities
Safety

2) Risk to third party from malfunction
3) Risks from automated decisions
4) Risks from “feedback loops”

5) Societal risk: Amplifying inequality / bias

6) Societal risk: Appropriating content

7) Societal risk: Concentrating power

8) Societal risk: Job loss

10) Societal risk: misuse by bad actors

9) Societal risk: Exploiting data workers

11) Risks from agentic AI

1) Risk to user of AI from malfunction



Technology vs. Human interests – baseline?
Absolute growth



Technology vs. Human interests – baseline?
Inequality



Fairness



Example: Fairness in classification

Utility (to entity paying bills)

Safety



https://research.google.com/bigpicture/attacking-discrimination-in-ml/

https://research.google.com/bigpicture/attacking-discrimination-in-ml/


Lend to all



Maximize profit

Different 
thresholds!

Good Blue applicant 
more likely to be rejected



Ignore group

Calibrated from 
lender POV

Unfair from 
applicant POV

Good Orange
applicant more likely 

to be rejected

Same 
thresholds!

No demographic 
parity



Demographic parity

Same total loans

Uncalibrated 
and different 

TPR



Equal opportunity

Fair from 
applicant POV

No 
demographic 

parity



Real world example: FICO scores

Hardt, Price, Srebro 2016



Angwin, Larson, Mattu, Kirchner 2016

Risk of Recidivism
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Capabilities



Capabilities

Wei et al

Note log 
scale!



Arguably years 
= log scale



Is GPT4 already super-human?

Right comparison: human 
taking the exam or 

human+Google taking 
the exam?



Capabilities (robustness)

CIFAR10 ImageNet



Future predictions?

$100M

$1B

$10B
$100B
$1T

Crowd 
worker

College 
student

PhD

World 
Expert

Scaling Law

Self-improvement 
/ Singularity

Could be 
different curves 

for different skills

Cost to build model

Le
ve

l o
f s

ki
ll



Future predictions – data

1B 10B

100B

1T 10T
100T

Reddit

Wikipedia

arXiv

Superhuman

Human data

“Self play”

Quantity (tokens)

Q
ua

lit
y

Boaz’s lecture notes



Capability vs. Safety: Misuse

Capabilities
Safety



Aside: Symmetrical vs Asymmetrical settings

Attacker Defender

Find vulnerabilities Fix vulnerabilities

Create disinformation Detect disinformation

Cheat in psets Detect cheating

Persuade bad X Persuade good Y

Learn to make bomb/.. ?

Actions / 
Scale

Knowledge/ 
once



Limits to influence?



Misuse



Challenges
Prevent users (e.g. prompters) from accessing forbidden capabilities 

Verifying when model capabilities >> user capabilites



Verification



Kolter ’s Equation

𝑇!"#$%& < 𝑝'(##"') ⋅ 𝑇*"+"#,)"

Model provides utility as long as:

Derivation: Assume we verify every output & generate if fails

𝔼 𝑇 = 𝑝()**+(, ⋅ 𝑇-+*./0 + (1 − 𝑝()**+(,)(𝑇-+*./0 + 𝑇1+2+*3,+)



Verifying in real world: Autonomous Cars



Verification when Prover >> Verifier
P vs NP: Prover can be exponentially more powerful

Probabilistically Checkable Proofs (PCP) / Universal Arguments:
For every time 𝑇 computation 𝐹, given 𝑥, 𝑦 can prove 𝐹 𝑥 = 𝑦

• Prover cost: @𝑂(𝑇)

• Communication and verifer cost: 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑇)
Challenges:
• Constants in 𝑂 can be non-trivial

• Many statements in ML are hard to formalize



Human verification when prover >> verifier

Terry Tao
760 in Math SAT age 8
Competed in IMO age 10
Fields Medalist

Papers still undergo peer review

Joe Biden
C student in U Delaware
76th/85 Fordham Law

Decisions only “verified” in hindsight



Another example

Joe Biden
C student in U Delaware
76th/85 Fordham Law

Ron DeSantis
BA Yale, magna cum laude
Harvard Law, cum laude

Are credentials or 
alignment more 
important when 

choosing leaders?



Dal Bó et al, 2017

“Orange” professions:
Solve medium-term tasks:
treat patients, win cases, write papers
with  verifiable outputs.

“If you have a 150 IQ, sell 30 points to 
someone else. You need to be smart, 
but not a genius”  – Warren Buffet

Cognitive scores per professions



# neurons 
in our brain

Li
ne

ar
 sc

al
e

Resolution of “paradox”:

Using communication & verification can 
build foundations of knowledge.

“Stand on shoulders of Giants”
Knowledge that is hard to discover but (relatively) 
easy to verify and teach.



“Verification” in LLMs
Approach 1: ”Red teaming” – find holes and plug them

Approach 2: ”Show your work” – require model to justify answers 
and another algorithm (verifier) to critique them

Never-ending 
cat & mouse

Has potential(?)
to converge to 

zero error
Scenarios:

er
ro

r

Verification effort

Plateau

Polynomial decay (𝜖!")

Exponential decay ((log 𝜖)!")

Might work in 
adversarial setting



Anthropic 22



Problem: 
Proofs are tedious
But there is help











Capability vs. Safety: Mis-alignment

Capabilities
Safety



Metaphors for super-human AI

Genie: Alien: 

Grants you any wish but 
interprets it in the least useful 
/ most harmful way possible

As friendly to humans as 
Homo Sapiens were to the 
Neanderthals.



The Genie metaphor for AI
AI system is trained via Reinforcement Learning

Learns to optimize some 𝑅(𝜋)

Policy maximizing 𝑅 likely to involve power-seeking and deception.



Over-optimization / mismatched rewards

Anthropic 22

Jascha Sohl-Dickstein blog 22



Role of RL in LLMs

Pretrained 
Model

RLHF

Pretrained 
Model

RLHF

Sizes scaled according to “magic”

vs.

Is RLHF ”magic”?

Liu et al 2023



Computational resources
Example: Anthropic

Base model: 5 ⋅ 10#" parameters, 4 ⋅ 10## tokens 

Annotations: 1.6 ⋅ 10% human annotations (base+rejection+online)
≈ 10! tokens

pretraining tokens
RLHF tokens

> 1000

Is computational scale ≈ magic? Maybe yes? (e.g. GPT3 = bigger GPT1)



Models as “Hot Mess”?

Jascha Sohl-Dickstein blog 23



Models as “Hot Mess”?

Jascha Sohl-Dickstein blog 23



Models as Aliens

Could we think of AI systems as an ”alien civilization”?

Not focused on chasing rewards, but also not inherently friendly?



Aside: Neanderthals



Competition:

vs.

vs.+



Pretrained Model: 
“intelligence engine”

Tuning
1

Tuning
2

Tuning
k

Models as Aliens

Is the Alien the model on its own? 
Or is it the model + tuning?



Pretrained Model: 
“intelligence engine”

A pretrained model is not an imitation of 
a human, it’s an imitation of humanity.



A pretrained model is not an imitation of 
a human, it’s an imitation of humanity.

Text produced by 
humanity

Deductions, 
combinations, 
style transfer

Kevin Liu, Marvin von Hagen



The new world?

Pretrained Model: 
“intelligence engine”

Learned 
“adapters” / 

tuners

Adapters with 
human-in-loop

Adversarial 
humans or 
AI agents

Non-learned 
symbolic programs



Discussions


